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### machine-to-machine (M2M) commerce 6.09
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### ‘marketing fluff’ in privacy policies 4.09, 4.16, 4.31
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### mere conduit 1.23, 6.83

### mergers and acquisitions (M&A) 4.06, 5.03, 5.05–8
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### mobiles 4.48–9, 6.95
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### multi-tenant data 6.19, 6.41

### National Security Agency (NSA), USA 1.03, 1.25, 6.21, 6.23
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‘Lothar Determann is Silicon Valley’s go-to data privacy expert. Determann’s Field Guide to Data Privacy Law is a practical and accessible guide for non-experts. I use it any time I encounter a new data privacy issue.’

Josh Faddis
Vice President, General Counsel, Veeva Systems Inc., USA

‘Determann’s Field Guide to Data Privacy Law allows privacy professionals to see the light at the end of the tunnel. The overview, practical advice, methodical organization and thoroughness distill down the complex world of international privacy, while also providing the necessary context behind these requirements. A must-have.’

Jeremy Livianu, Esq.
Healthcare Compliance Officer, Associate Director, Legal Affairs, Nevro Corp, USA

‘Understanding and navigating the complexities of data privacy is of paramount importance for companies. Many in-house practitioners, who graduated from law school before data privacy was taught, feel left behind on this trending area of law. Determann’s Field Guide to Data Privacy Law demystifies data privacy by providing practical and sound advice in an easy to navigate format. A must-have reference book for all legal departments.’

David Tognotti
Vice President and General Counsel, Monster Inc., USA

What readers have said about the first edition:

‘The proliferation of electronic commerce and the unprecedented volume of data stored by businesses have made data compliance programs for most businesses a priority. Therefore, the creation and regular audit of an efficient program intended to minimize data thefts and manipulations has become a need of the hour. Determann’s Field Guide addresses all these issues in a comprehensive manner. Dr. Lothar has also taken a lot of effort to collate the concepts and practices of international data privacy law in a most lucid manner. The Field Guide is the reflection of Dr. Determann’s finesse towards details and accuracy, which is associated with all of his works. Focusing on the global regulatory regime of data privacy norms compliance requirements, the Field Guide comes with startling clarity through concise and up to date checklists essential for data compliance audits. The Field Guide is thoroughly recommended for the lay and expert alike, especially for lawyers,
accountants and other professionals engaged in operations covering various jurisdictions.'

Anand Mehta  
Partner, Khaitan & Co., India

‘As the data stored by business entities globally increases at an exponential pace, the legal frameworks and regulations governing such data increase in complexity at nearly the same rate, creating an environment of conflicting requirements and unclear obligations. Determann's book Determann’s Field Guide to Data Privacy Law offers a real-world, practical approach to dealing with the data privacy challenges that in-house counsel face on nearly a daily basis. In particular, I recommend it as a source of invaluable information for those of us operating in multiple jurisdictions.’

Scott Trainor  
VP and Regional General Counsel, APJ, SAP Asia Pte. Ltd.

‘With the proliferation and diversity of privacy risks and international regulatory controls, and the increasingly obvious intersection of data security and privacy, no company can afford to overlook the importance of an up to date and well-tailored global compliance program. For companies doing business in the cloud or transacting with consumers, a well-considered international data privacy compliance program is not only a critical legal and liability control – it is fundamental to earning and maintaining the trust of your customers. In this comprehensive yet concise “Field Guide”, Professor Determann has managed to consolidate an enormous breadth of legal requirements and best practices knowledge into a single, definitive reference that should be quite accessible even to non-privacy professionals. As general counsel of a multinational public company, I consider Determann’s Field Guide to Data Privacy Law to be a pragmatic and indispensable reference in improving our compliance program, and highly recommend it for anyone looking for clear, practical guidance on establishing or improving their data privacy program!’

Felix Sterling  
Senior Vice President and General Counsel at Trend Micro Inc., Silicon Valley, USA
‘Lothar Determann has done a great service to the field of privacy by providing practical, workable advice for a dynamic and challenging issue. This Field Guide will certainly be a valuable and soon dog-eared, addition to any privacy professional’s reference library.’

J. Trevor Hughes
President and CEO, International Association of Privacy Professionals (IAPP)

‘Determann’s Field Guide takes the complicated subject of international privacy and breaks it down into helpful topics, checklists and suggestions. The focus on practical advice in an easy-to-use format makes it an ideal reference tool for in-house privacy professionals.’

Rebecca Matthias
Senior Corporate Counsel, Privacy and Data Protection, VMware, Inc., Palo Alto, USA

‘Determann’s Field Guide to Data Privacy Law is an indispensable handbook for international privacy professionals. Written by a star lawyer, it explains how to develop and maintain a corporate privacy compliance program. The book manages both to explain the “big picture” of global privacy challenges and to point out relevant details in a clear and concise fashion.’

Paul M. Schwartz
Berkeley Center for Law & Technology, University of California, Berkeley School of Law (Boalt Hall), USA

‘Determann’s Field Guide is an insightful practical guide which should be on every privacy practitioner’s desk.’

Daniel Blaettler
Vice President and Associate General Counsel, Verisign, Geneva, Switzerland
‘Understanding and having an awareness of international data protection laws is becoming increasingly essential – not just for privacy professionals – but for everyone in our globally-networked and information-driven economy. True to its title, Determann’s Field Guide is a smart, pragmatic, highly personal and often funny reference that makes short work of simplifying opaque concepts and obliterates legal jargon. In its eminently readable form, it will empower the uninitiated and deepen the understanding of the seasoned professional.’

Laura Hamady
Senior Corporate Counsel, Regulatory and Privacy, Groupon Inc., Chicago, USA

‘This book is a timely and welcome addition to the available literature, providing a well-structured introduction to the key facets of international data privacy compliance. The guide provides the reader with clear guidance on managing the regulatory risk associated with data privacy compliance, notably in both the EU and the US. The use of checklists and an A–Z chapter are particularly welcome, as is the solution focused approach adopted throughout the guide. I recommend this book as a useful tool for obtaining an understanding of the practical issues thrown up by international data protection compliance.’

Colin Rooney
Partner, Technology Group, Arthur Cox, Dublin, Ireland

‘This is a blueprint for an enterprise-wide privacy program that will cover 99% of all situations your company might encounter worldwide. It moves beyond “what do I need to think about” to “what do I need to do”. An excellent resource for anyone tasked with running a holistic privacy program, or for CEOs who are considering whether they need to implement such a program.’

Patrick Hagan
JD, Privacy Consultant, San Francisco, USA

‘Recently published by Elgar, this book, in our view, is almost certain to become required reading for practitioners (on both sides of the Atlantic) involved with privacy issues. It contains a wealth of references and resources for further research and speaking of guidance, it is easy to navigate via a detailed table of contents and index at the back.’

Phillip Taylor MBE and Elizabeth Taylor
The Barrister Magazine